We formulate a complex action theory which includes operators of coordinate and momentumq andp being replaced with non-hermitian operatorsqnew andpnew, and their eigenstates m new q| and m new p| with complex eigenvalues q and p. Introducing a philosophy of keeping the analyticity in path integration variables, we define a modified set of complex conjugate, real and imaginary parts, hermitian conjugates and bras, and explicitly constructqnew,pnew, m new q| and m new p| by formally squeezing coherent states. We also pose a theorem on the relation between functions on the phase space and the corresponding operators. Only in our formalism can we describe a complex action theory or a real action theory with complex saddle points in the tunneling effect etc. in terms of bras and kets in the functional integral. Furthermore, in a system with a non-hermitian diagonalizable bounded Hamiltonian, we show that the mechanism to obtain a hermitian Hamiltonian after a long time development proposed in our letter 11) works also in the complex coordinate formalism. If the hermitian Hamiltonian is given in a local form, a conserved probability current density can be constructed with two kinds of wave functions. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
Feynman path integral (FPI) is one of the essential routes to formulate quantum theories. In quantum theory with an action S the integrand in FPI has the form of exp( i S), where i is the imaginary unit. Usually S is real, and it is thought to be more fundamental than the integrand. However, if we assume that the integrand is more fundamental than the action in quantum theory, then it is naturally thought that since the integrand is complex, the action could be also complex. Based on this assumption and other related works in some backward causation developments inspired by general relativity 1) and the non-locality explanation of fine-tuning problems, 2) the complex action theory (CAT) has been studied intensively by one of the authors (H.B.N) and Ninomiya. 3), 4) Compared to the usual real action theory (RAT), the imaginary part of the action is thought to give some falsifiable predictions. Indeed, many interesting suggestions have been made for Higgs mass, 5) quantum mechanical philosophy, 6) some fine-tuning problems, 7), 8) black holes, 9) De Broglie-Bohm particle and a cut-off in loop diagrams. 10) In refs. 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8), 9), 10) they studied a future-included version, that is to say, the theory including not only a past time but also a future time as an integration interval of time. In contrast to them, in ref. 11) we have studied in a future-not-included version the time-development of some state by a non-hermitian diagonalizable bounded Hamiltonian H. As for non-hermitian Hamiltonians, the formalism based on the PT symmetry has been intensively studied in both theoretical aspects 12), 13) and experimental ones. 14) The eigenvalues are real, and such a PT symmetry has been considered also in a different context. 15) On the other hand, the Hamiltonian we have studied in ref. 11) is generically non-hermitian, so its eigenvalues are complex in general. In addition, since the eigenstates are not orthogonal, a transition that should not be possible could be measured. From these properties it does not look a physically reasonable theory, but we have proposed a framework to obtain a hermitian Hamiltonian effectively based on the speculation in ref. 16) The framework is composed of two steps: As the first step we have defined a physically reasonable inner product I Q such that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian get orthogonal with regard to it. Then it gives us a true probability for a transition from some state to another. With regard to I Q the Hamiltonian is normal and we have defined a hermiticity with regard to it, Q-hermiticity. A similar inner product has been studied also in ref. 13) As the second step we have presented a mechanism of suppressing the effect of the anti-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian H after a long time development. For the states with high imaginary part of eigenvalues of H, the factor exp − i H(t − t 0 ) grows exponentially with t. After a long time the states with the highest imaginary part of eigenvalues of H get more favored to result than others. Thus, the effect of the imaginary part, namely the anti-Q-hermitian part of H, gets attenuated except for an unimportant constant. Utilizing this effect to normalize the state, we have obtained a Q-hermitian Hamiltonian effectively. We have also constructed a conserved probability current density with two kinds of wave functions under the assumption that the Q-hermitian Hamiltonian is given in a local form. Furthermore we have pointed out a possible misestimation of a past state by extrapolating back in time with the hermitian Hamiltonian.
In addition, as other works related to complex saddle point paths, in refs. 17)18) the complete set of solutions of the differential equations following from the Schwinger action principle has been obtained by generalizing the path integral to include sums over various inequivalent contours of integration in the complex plane. In ref. 19) complex Langevin equations have been studied. In refs. 20)21) a method to examine the complexified solution set has been investigated.
The CAT has been studied intensively as mentioned above. But there still remain many things to be investigated. Once we allow the action to be complex, various quantities known in the RAT can drastically change. For example, in the CAT a coordinate q and a momentum p obtained at saddle points can be complex, so we could encounter various exotic situations. Also, we note that there would be some ways to extend the action to complex: whether mass and other coupling parameters are complex or not, whether q and p are generically complex or not, and also whether we include q * in the action or not, etc. In this manuscript we formulate the CAT such that mass and other coefficients are generically complex, while dynamical variables such as q or p are fundamentally real but can be complex at saddle points. Already in the RAT, we find classical paths (corresponding to saddle points in the functional integral) along which the dummy variables q(t) say take on complex values. As long as we just have an analytic form for S(path) as a function of q(t) (for all t), we are naturally allowed to deform a path of integration without changing the functional integral. Usually Dirac derives the functional integral by inserting the completeness relation ∞ −∞ |q q|dq = 1 into the matrix element q(t f )|e −iHt |q(t i ) , but after the deformation when q(t) should be complex, say in such cases as the tunneling effect or the WKB approximation etc., the symbols |q(t) and q(t)| have not been used. At first there is a very good reason for being reluctant to write down |q(t) and |p(t) for complex q(t) and p(t): the operators of coordinate and momentumq andp are hermitian and thus have only real eigenvalues. To get complex eigenvalues for them allowed we replace them by non-hermitian operatorsq new andp new approachingq andp only in certain limits of parameters present in the definitions ofq new andp new (See section 3 In FPI we would like to be allowed to deform contours of integration over q or p to complex contours passing saddle points keeping the endpoints ∓∞ on the real axis. We assume that the asymptotic values of q and p are real. * ) Indeed we shall make such contour deformation possible by insisting on introducing the philosophy of keeping the analyticity in dynamical variables of FPI. To realize this philosophy we define a modified set of complex conjugate, real and imaginary parts, hermitian conjugates and bras. Also, we study the delta function of q say and show that even for a complex parameter q it behaves as the usual delta function if q satisfies the condition (Re(q)) 2 > (Im(q)) 2 . Based on this philosophy we can deform a path in the complex parameter plane in FPI. If we choose so, we can settle the path down to the real axis in the complex plane and the extension is in this way formal. Thus a CAT can be interpreted -at least quantum mechanically -in terms of fundamentally real q and p, and in principle the CAT is falsifiable by giving predictions that can be compared to experiments with of course real dynamical variables. We explicitly show one example of constructing the non-hermitian operatorsq new andp new , their eigenstates m new q| and m new p| with complex q and p by formally squeezing coherent states of harmonic oscillators, and see that they satisfy the relationŝ
by insisting on [q new ,p new ] = i . Furthermore, to make clear the relation between functions on the phase space describing some classical variables and the corresponding operators under quan- * ) In principle our CAT is a quantum theory from the start having only real q values. Thus any "wave packet" around a complex center q ′ ∈ C would in principle be a somewhat complicated quantum state with real q. It is only for convenience in studying the CAT that we suggest to play formally with complex q-eigenstates. Our CAT is already quantized in our basic formulation; so we do not have to quantize again, and it is certainly not needed to do so using complex q-states (after all only real ones exist fundamentally).
tization, providing the notions of "ǫ-analytical" functions, and "expandable" and "ǫ-expandable" operators, we pose a theorem, which claims that if and only if some operator corresponding to an ǫ-expandable function on the phase space, its matrix element in q-representation is an ǫ-analytical function. In addition, as an application of the complex coordinate formalism we attempt to extend the mechanism proposed in ref. 11) to the complex coordinate formalism. We study a system defined by a diagonalizable non-hermitian bounded Hamiltonian, and show that the mechanism to obtain a hermitian Hamiltonian effectively after a long time development works also in the complex coordinate formalism. We see that if the hermitian Hamiltonian is given in a local form, a conserved probability current density can be constructed with two kinds of wave functions. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we explain our proposal of replacing hermitian operatorsq,p and their eigenstates q| and p| withq new ,p new , m new q| and m new p|. Introducing a philosophy of keeping the analyticity in dynamical variables of FPI we define a modified set of complex conjugate, real and imaginary parts, hermitian conjugates and bras. We also study the delta function of a complex parameter. In section 3 we explicitly constructq † new andp † new , and their eigenstates |q new and |p new with complex eigenvalues q and p by formally utilizing coherent states of harmonic oscillators. In section 4, as an application of the complex coordinate formalism we extend the mechanism proposed in ref. 11) to the complex coordinate formalism. Section 5 is devoted to summary and outlook. In appendix A we briefly review a coherent state. In appendix B we explicitly study various properties ofq † new ,p † new , |q new and |p new . In appendix C we pose a theorem on the relation between functions on the phase space and the corresponding operators. §2. Our proposal and new devices
In this section we first present our proposal and a philosophy of keeping the analyticity in dynamical variables of FPI. Next we introduce new devices to realize the philosophy, i.e. a modified set of complex conjugate, real and imaginary parts, hermitian conjugates and bras. We also study the delta function of a complex parameter.
Our proposal and a philosophy of keeping the analyticity in dynamical variables
We formulate the CAT such that mass and other coupling parameters are generically complex, while q and p are fundamentally real but can be complex at saddle points. As we have explained in section 1, we encounter complex q or p not only in the CAT but also in the RAT, whileq andp are hermitian and thus have only real eigenvalues. To get complex eigenvalues for them allowed we propose replacing hermitian operatorsq andp, and their eigenstates q| and p| with non-hermitian operatorsq new ,p new and their eigenstates m new q| and m new p|, which satisfy the following relations for complex q and p, In section 3 we explicitly construct them by formally utilizing coherent states of harmonic oscillators so that we can have complex eigenvalues. In addition, we introduce a philosophy of keeping the analyticity in dynamical variables such as q and p of FPI. Then we can deform an integration path in the complex plane of q or p, andq new andp new have eigenvalues on any deformed path. To realize this philosophy we shall define a modified set of complex conjugate, real and imaginary parts, hermitian conjugates and bras in the following subsections.
Modified complex conjugate * {}
A usual complex conjugate is defined for a function of n-parameters f (
where on the right-hand side * on f acts on the coefficients included in f . We introduce a modified complex conjugate as follows,
where A denotes the set of indices attached with the parameters, in which we keep the analyticity. By this newly defined complex conjugate we do not take complex conjugate of the parameters which we denote as subscripts of * . For example, if we are given f (q, p) = aq 2 + bp 2 , then the following relations hold, 9) where in the first and second relations the analyticity is kept in q, and both q and p, respectively. For simplicity we express the modified complex conjugate as * {} .
Modified real and imaginary parts Re {} , Im {}
We define the modified real and modified imaginary parts by using * {} . Indeed we can decompose some complex function r as
where Re {} r and Im {} r are defined by
They are the "{}-real" and "{}-imaginary" parts of r, respectively. For example, if we are given r = 1 2 kq 2 , then we have
(2 . 14)
Especially, if some complex number r satisfies the following relation,
we say r is {}-real, while if r obeys
we call r purely {}-imaginary.
Modified bra m |, {} | and modified hermitian conjugate † {}
For some state |λ with some complex parameter λ, we define a modified bra
This is an analytically extended bra with regard to the parameter λ. In the special case of λ being real this becomes a usual bra. We introduce a little bit generalized modified bra, {} |, where {} is a symbolical expression of a set of parameters in which we keep the analyticity. We show two examples, 19) where u and v are some complex parameters. We also introduce a modified hermitian conjugate † {} of a ket. This is an analytically extended hermitian conjugate with regard to the set of parameters {}. Then we can express the modified hermitian conjugate † {} of a ket as 20) and we have the following relation
We show two examples,
Next we consider a hermitian conjugate † {} of operators. In the RAT a hermitian conjugate of some operator A, A † , is defined by the relation
In the CAT we extend it as
and we have the following relation,
The delta function
The delta function is one of the essential tools in a theory which has orthonormal basis with continuous parameters, and the parameters are usually real in the RAT. In the CAT parameters are complex in general, so we attempt to extend the delta function to complex parameters.
The delta function is defined as a distribution by the relation
where f (q) is a test function. By expanding f (q) in Fourier series the delta function is represented as
Usually this δ(q) is defined for real q and k, and it can diverge for complex q.
We now seek the possibility to define δ(q) for complex q in the case that k is also complex but the asymptotic value of k is real. In this case we can take an arbitrary path running from −∞ to ∞ in the complex plane of k. We call this path C and define δ c (q) and δ ǫ c (q) for complex q by
where we have introduced a finite but sufficiently small positive real number ǫ, and in the second equality of eq.(2 . 30) we have assumed that |k| goes larger than
4ǫ is convergent for q such that
Since for any analytical test function f (q) * ) the path C of the integral C f (q)e
4ǫ dq is independent of finite ǫ, δ c (q) satisfies for any f (q) along any permitted path from−∞ to +∞
as long as we choose a path such that at any q its tangent line and a horizontal line form an angle θ whose absolute value is within π 4 to satisfy the inequality (2 . 31). In fig.1 we have drawn one example of permitted paths. * ) Due to the Liouville theorem if f is a bounded entire function, f is constant. So we are considering as f an unbounded entire function or a function which is not entire but is holomorphic at least in the region on which the path runs.
Fig. 1. An example of permitted paths
Thus we have extended the delta function to complex q satisfying the condition (2 . 31), and confirmed that it behaves as a distribution for any analytical test function f (q). In fig.2 we have drawn the domain of the delta function. At the origin δ c (q) is divergent. In the domain except for the origin, which is painted with inclined lines, δ c (q) takes a vanishing value, while in the blank region the delta function is oscillating and divergent. δ c (q) is well-defined for q such that the condition (2 . 31) is satisfied. We formally utilize coherent states |λ coh and |λ ′ coh ′ of two harmonic oscillators: one is defined with a mass m and an angular frequency ω, and the other is defined with m ′ and ω ′ . The explicit definition of |λ coh is given in appendix A, and |λ ′ coh ′ Fig. 2 . Domain of the delta function is expressed similarly. Indeed, considering the following two relations,
we defineq new andp new bŷ
3)
so that they obey eqs.(2 . 4)(2 . 5)(2 . 3). Also, we introduce |q new and |p new by
The kets |q new and |p new are normalized by the following orthogonality relations,
where we have used the expression of eq.(2 . 30), and ǫ 1 and ǫ ′ 1 are given by
with mω and m ′ ω ′ taken sufficiently large and small respectively. Eq.(3 . 7) is well defined for q − q ′ satisfying the condition like eq.(2 . 31), L(q − q ′ ) > 0. We note that this condition is satisfied only when q and q ′ are on the same path. Similarly, eq.(3 . 8) behaves well for complex p and p ′ such that L(p − p ′ ) > 0. In the following we take mω sufficiently large and m ′ ω ′ sufficiently small. As for the completeness relations for |q new and |p new , appendix B.1 confirms them as follows,
where C is an arbitrary path running from −∞ to ∞ in the complex plane of q or p.
To know more about |q new and |p new we first calculate q ′ |q new and p ′ |q new with real q ′ and p ′ by making use of eq.(A . 11). They are expressed as
where q 0 and p 0 are written from eqs.(A . 13)(A . 14) as
These expressions tell us that |p 0 | has to be taken large for large mω. Similarly, p ′ |p new and q ′ |p new with real q ′ and p ′ are estimated by utilizing eq.(A . 12) as
where q ′ 0 and p ′ 0 are expressed from eqs.(A . 13)(A . 14) as
These expressions show us that |q ′ 0 | has to be taken large for small m ′ ω ′ . 
A remark on an expression of a wave function ψ(q)
Before ending this section we give a remark on an expression of a wave function ψ(q). In the RAT it is expressed in terms of bras and kets as
and it cannot be used for complex q because q| is defined only for real q. On the other hand, in our formalism even for complex q we can express it as
This is an explicit representation of the analytically extended wave function in terms of bras and kets. Indeed this becomes the usual one q|ψ for real q. Only in our formalism can we express it for complex q besides real q. Also, we note that in our formalism ψ(q) makes up the Hilbert space with the following norm
where C is any path running from −∞ to ∞ in the complex plane of q. Thus ψ(q) is normalized by
So ψ(q) * q ψ(q), which becomes |ψ(q)| 2 for real q, looks like a probability density defined on C. But for complex q it is not real, so we cannot interpret it as a true probability density; it is a formal one.
Finally, for our convenience we show the summary of the comparison of the RAT and the CAT in table I. Furthermore, in appendix C, to make clear the relation between functions on the phase space describing some classical variables and the corresponding operators under quantization, providing the notions of "ǫ-analytical" functions, and "expandable" and "ǫ-expandable" operators, we pose a theorem, which claims that if and only if some operator corresponding to an ǫ-expandable function on the phase space, its matrix element in q-representation is an ǫ-analytical function. 
|q and |p
A possible mechanism to obtain a hermitian Hamiltonian
Hamiltonians, which are correlated to complex actions, are non-hermitian. Recently, a class of non-hermitian Hamiltonians satisfying the PT symmetry has been intensively studied in various directions. 12)14)15) The eigenvalues are real, and thus the Hamiltonians give consistent quantum theories. In ref., 11) on the other hand, we have studied the time-development of some state in a system defined by a generic non-hermitian diagonalizable bounded Hamiltonian, and have presented a possible mechanism to obtain a hermitian Hamiltonian in the real coordinate case. In this section, as an application of the complex formalism which we have developed in the foregoing sections, we attempt to extend the mechanism proposed in ref. 11) to the complex coordinate formalism by utilizing the philosophy of keeping the analyticity in path integral variables and the devices such as modified bras. We begin with the discussion of the difficulty due to the non-hermiticity of the Hamiltonian.
Difficulties with the non-hermitian Hamiltonian
If we naively define a time-development operator from the time t 0 to t by
1)
U t 0 →t is not unitary. This is a big problem, and it sounds excluded as a model that could be expected to be realized in nature. Indeed if we start by a state |ψ(t 0 ) at time t 0 and develop it by U t 0 →t into a result state |ψ(t) at time t, which is given by
then we encounter the non-conservation of its probability
Supposedly one should make an interpretation that would correspond to normalizing the wave function coming out of a time-development by means of the nonhermitian Hamiltonian H. In order to get a reasonable interpretation we could decide to rescale the resulting state |ψ(t) by simply normalizing it. As done in ref., 5) we replace it by
Then we do not have at least any probability for the world stopping to exist or getting multiplied. However, since the normalization factor depends on the time t, |ψ(t) N satisfies the slightly modified Schrödinger equation,
Also, if we define the expectation value of some operator O bȳ
where we have introduced the time-dependent operator in the Heisenberg picture,
we see that O H (t, t 0 ) obeys the slightly modified Heisenberg equation,
Eq.(4 . 5) shows that the anti-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian H a is considerably suppressed in the classical limit, but the effect cannot be removed completely at the quantum level even if we choose the basis so that H a is diagonalized, since eq.(4 . 5) is non-linear with regard to |ψ(t) N . Such an effect of H a exists also in (4 . 8).
Besides the above difficulty we know that the eigenvalues of the non-hermitian Hamiltonian are not real in general. Furthermore, since the eigenstates are not orthogonal, a transition that should not be possible could be measured. From these properties it does not look a physically reasonable theory, but in ref. 11) we have shown a possible way to circumvent this problem in the real coordinate case via two steps based on the speculation in ref. 16) We shall show that the two steps can be applied also in the complex coordinate formalism. The first step is to define a physically reasonable inner product I Q such that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian get orthogonal with regard to it, and thus it gives us a true probability for a transition from some state to another. As we shall see later, I Q makes the Hamiltonian normal with regard to it. In other words I Q has to be defined for consistency so that the Hamiltonian -even if it cannot be made hermitian -at least be normal. We explain how a reasonable physical assumption about the probabilities leads to the proper inner product I Q , and define a hermiticity with regard to I Q , Q-hermiticity. The second step is to use a mechanism of suppressing the effect of the anti-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian H after a long time development. We shall explicitly show the mechanism with the help of the proper inner product I Q . For the states with high imaginary part of eigenvalues of H, the factor exp − i H(t − t 0 ) will grow exponentially with t. After a long time the states with the highest imaginary part of eigenvalues of H get more favored to result than others. Thus the effect of the imaginary part gets attenuated. Utilizing this effect to normalize the state, we can effectively obtain a Q-hermitian Hamiltonian.
Physical significance of an inner product
The Born rule of quantum mechanics is well-known in the form: When a quantum mechanical system prepared in a state |i at time t i time-develops into |i(t f ) = e − i H(t f −t i ) |i at time t f , we will measure it in a state |f with the probability
We note that the probability depends on how we define an inner product of the Hilbert space. A usual inner product is defined as a sesquilinear form. We denote it as I(|f , |i(t f ) ) = f |i(t f ) . It is |I(|f , |i(t f ) )| 2 that we measure by seeing how often we get |f from |i(t f ) . Measuring the transition of superposition like c 1 |a + c 2 |b repeatedly, we can extract the whole form of I(|f , |i(t f ) ) of any two states by using the sesquilinearity.
To consider an inner product in our theory with non-hermitian Hamiltonian H, we assume that H is diagonalizable, and diagonalize H by using a non-unitary operator P as
We introduce an orthonormal basis |e i (i = 1, . . .) satisfying e i |e j = δ ij by D|e i = λ i |e i , where λ i (i = 1, . . .) are generally complex. We also introduce the eigenstates |λ i of H by |λ i = P |e i , which obeys
We note that |λ i are not orthogonal to each other in the usual inner product I, λ i |λ j = δ ij . As we are prepared, let us apply the usual inner product I to our theory with the non-hermitian Hamiltonian H, and consider a transition from an eigenstate |λ i to another |λ j (i = j) fast in time ∆t. Then, though H cannot bring the system from one eigenstate |λ i to another one |λ j (i = j), the transition can be measured, that is to say, |I(|λ j , exp − i H∆t |λ i )| 2 = 0, since the two eigenstates are not orthogonal to each other. Such a transition should be prohibited in a reasonable theory, based on the philosophy that a measurement -even performed in a short time -is fundamentally a physical development in time. Thus we think that the eigenstates have to be orthogonal to each other.
A proper inner product and hermitian conjugate
Since we are physically entitled to require that a truly functioning measurement procedure must necessarily have reasonable probabilistic results, for arbitrary states |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 we attempt to construct a proper inner product
with the property that the eigenstates |λ i and |λ j get orthogonal to each other,
where Q is some operator chosen appropriately. Of course in the special case of the Hamiltonian H being hermitian Q would be the unit operator. We believe that the true probability is given by such a proper inner product I Q , based on which the Hamiltonian is conserved even if it is not hermitian and typically has complex eigenvalues. This condition applies to not only the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian but also those of any other conserved quantities. The transition from an eigenstate of such a conserved quantity to another eigenstate with a different eigenvalue should be prohibited in a reasonable theory. Furthermore for the case where |ψ 2 is given in a parametrized state |u , we define another proper inner product with a modified bra by
This is expected to be used for the purpose of keeping the analyticity in u.
In the RAT the usual inner product I is defined to satisfy ψ 1 (t)|ψ 2 (t) = ψ 2 (t)|ψ 1 (t) * . Hence we impose a similar relation on I Q as
(4 . 14)
Then we obtain a condition 15) namely, Q has to be hermitian. In the case where |ψ 1 or |ψ 2 are given in parametrized states as |u or |v , we extend the condition of eq.(4 . 14) to
and we have the same relation as eq. (4 . 15). We choose the set of parameters {} according to which parameters we want to keep the analyticity in. Via the inner product I Q , we define the corresponding hermitian conjugate † Q for some operator A by
from which we obtain A †
Similarly, in the case where |ψ 1 or |ψ 2 are given in states as |u or |v , we extend eq.(4 . 17) to 19) and have the following relation,
We also define † Q for kets and bras as |λ we call A Q-hermitian. This is the definition of the Q-hermiticity. Since this relation can be expressed as QA = (QA) † , when A is Q-hermitian, QA is hermitian, and vice versa. * ) If some operator A can be diagonalized as A = P A D A P
−1
A , then Q-hermitian conjugate of A is expressed as
where we have used eq.(4 . 18). If we choose Q as Q = (P †
, which means that the diagonal components of D A are real, then A is shown to be Qhermitian. In the following we define Q by
with the diagonalizing matrix P of the non-hermitian Hamiltonian H. We note that I Q or I m Q are different from the CPT inner product defined in the PT symmetric Hamiltonian formalism. 12) * ) We note that in ref.
13) a similar inner product has been studied and a criterion for identifying a unique inner product through the choice of physical observables has been also provided.
Normality of the Hamiltonian
To prove that the non-hermitian Hamiltonian H is Q-normal, i.e. normal with regard to the inner product I Q , we first define
by using the diagonalizing operator P of H, which has a structure as P = (|λ 1 , |λ 2 , . . .), where |λ i are eigenstates of H. We note that "P † Q " is defined by using the Qhermitian conjugate of kets, so "P † Q " = Q −1 P † Q. Then since λ i | Q λ j = δ ij , we see that "P † Q "P = 1, namely, "P † Q " = P −1 . Hence we can say that P is Q-unitary.
Next we consider the relation "P † Q "HP = D. The (i, j)-component of this relation in |λ i basis is written as λ i | Q H|λ j = λ i δ ij . Taking the complex conjugate, we obtain
. This is written in the operator form as "
Thus we see that H is Q-normal. In other words we can say that the inner product I Q is defined so that H is normal with regard to it. Furthermore for later convenience we decompose H as
where H Qh and H Qa are defined by
27)
They are Q-hermitian and anti-Q-hermitian parts of H respectively. We also decom-
where D R and D I are defined by
30)
The diagonal components of D R and D I are the real and imaginary parts of the diagonal components of D respectively. Then H Qh and H Qa can be expressed in terms of D R and D I as
Normalization of |ψ and expectation value
We consider some state |ψ(t) , which obeys the Schrödinger equation i d dt |ψ(t) = H|ψ(t) . Normalizing it as
we define the expectation value of some operator O bȳ
where N ψ(t)| is given by
and we have introduced the time-dependent operator in the Heisenberg picture,
Since the normalization factor depends on time t, |ψ(t) N does not obey the Schrödinger equation, but rather the slightly modified Schrödinger equation,
In addition the time development equation for O QH (t, t 0 ) is seen to be
This is the slightly modified Heisenberg equation. In eqs.(4 . 38)(4 . 39) we find the effect of H Qa , the anti-Q-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian H, though it seems to disappear in the classical limit. It is intriguing that in that limit eqs.(4 . 38)(4 . 39) are expressed as
On the other hand, with the second step we explain next, we shall find that in both of the equations the effect of H Qa disappears at the quantum level.
The mechanism for suppressing the anti-Q-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian
To show the mechanism for suppressing the effect of H Qa , we study the timedevelopment of |ψ(t) explicitly. We introduce |ψ ′ (t) by |ψ ′ (t) = P −1 |ψ(t) , and expand it as |ψ ′ (t) = i a i (t)|e i . Then |ψ(t) can be written in an expanded form as |ψ(t) = i a i (t)|λ i . Since |ψ ′ (t) obeys i d dt |ψ ′ (t) = D|ψ ′ (t) , the timedevelopment of |ψ(t) from some time t 0 is calculated as
Imλ i is related to the anti-Q-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian, H Qa , as seen from eq.(4 . 33). Now we assume the boundedness of H. Then we can crudely imagine that some of Imλ i take the maximal value B. We denote the corresponding subset of {i} as A. If we imagine a classical approximation, we can consider theTaylorexpansion of H Qa around the value B. Thus we get a good approximation to the practical outcome of the model. In the Taylor-expansion we do not have the linear term because we expand it near the maximum, so we get only non-trivial terms of second order. In this way H Qa becomes constant in the first approximation, and thus it is not so important observationally. Therefore, if a long time has passed, namely for large t − t 0 , the states with Imλ i | i∈A survive and contribute most in the sum.
To see how |ψ(t) is effectively described for large t − t 0 , we introduce a diagonalized HamiltonianD R as
and define H eff by
and satisfies H eff |λ i = Reλ i |λ i . Furthermore, we introduce |ψ(t) ≡ i∈A a i (t)|λ i . Then |ψ(t) is approximately estimated as
The factor e 1 B(t−t 0 ) in eq.(4 . 46) can be dropped out by normalization. Thus we have effectively obtained a Q-hermitian Hamiltonian H eff after a long time development though our theory is described by the non-hermitian Hamiltonian H at first. Indeed the normalized state
We see that the time dependence of the normalization factor has disappeared due to the Q-hermiticity of H eff . Thus |ψ(t) N , the normalized state by using the inner product I Q , obeys the Schrödinger equation
On the other hand, the expectation value is given bȳ
where we have defined a time-dependent operatorÕ QH in the Heisenberg picture bỹ
We see thatÕ QH obeys the Heisenberg equation
(4 . 50) §5. Summary and outlook
In this paper we have proposed the replacement of hermitian operators of coordinate and momentumq andp and their eigenstates q| and p| with non-hermitian operatorsq new andp new , and m new q| and m new p| with complex eigenvalues q and p, so that we can express complex saddle points in terms of bras and kets. We have formulated a complex action theory (CAT) such that mass and other coupling parameters are generically complex, while a coordinate q and a momentum p are fundamentally real, but can be complex at saddle points.
Indeed, in section 2 to realize the philosophy of keeping the analyticity in dynamical variables of Feynman path integral (FPI), we have defined several new devices, that is to say, a modified set of complex conjugate * {} , real and imaginary parts Re {} , Im {} , hermitian conjugate † {} , and bras m |, {} |, where {} denotes a set of parameters in which we keep the analyticity. We have also seen that the delta function can be used also for a complex parameter, when it satisfies such a condition as eq.(2 . 31). In section 3 we have explicitly constructed the non-hermitian operatorŝ q new andp new , and the eigenstates of their hermitian conjugates |q new and |p new with complex eigenvalues q and p by formally utilizing coherent states of harmonic oscillators. In appendix A we have briefly reviewed a coherent state. Only in our formalism can we describe the CAT and a real action theory (RAT) with complex saddle points in the tunneling effect etc. in terms of bras and kets in the functional integral. In appendix B we have explicitly studied various properties ofq † with complex q and p by insisting on [q new ,p new ] = i . Furthermore, in appendix C, to make clear the relation between functions on the phase space describing some classical variables and the corresponding operators under quantization, providing the notions of "ǫ-analytical" functions, and "expandable" and "ǫ-expandable" operators, we have posed a theorem, which claims that if and only if some operator corresponding to an ǫ-expandable function on the phase space, its matrix element in q-representation is an ǫ-analytical function.
In section 4, as an application of the complex coordinate formalism which we have developed in the foregoing sections, we have extended our previous work 11) to the complex coordinate formalism. We have studied a system defined by a nonhermitian diagonalizable bounded Hamiltonian H, and have shown that the framework presented in ref. 11) for suppressing the effects of the anti-hermitian part of H works also in the complex coordinate formalism. The framework is composed of two steps: As the first step we have introduced a proper inner product I Q such that the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with different eigenvalues get orthogonal with regard to it, and also defined a hermiticity with regard to it, Q-hermiticity. With regard to I Q the Hamiltonian is normal. As the second step we have seen that the states with the highest imaginary part of the eigenvalues of H get more favored to result than others after a long time development. Thus, the anti-Q-hermitian part of H gets attenuated except for an unimportant constant, and we have effectively obtained a Q-hermitian Hamiltonian H eff . This result suggests that we have no reason to maintain that at the fundamental level the Hamiltonian should be hermitian.
If H is written in a local form, does the locality remain even after H becomes the Q-hermitian Hamiltonian H eff ? It is not clear, but in ref. 11) we have supposed that H eff has a local expression like
+ V eff (q eff ) with real q eff , and have constructed a conserved probability current density. We can formally extend it to the complex q eff case. * ) Introducing two kinds of wave functionsψ(q eff ) ≡ m new q eff |ψ(t) N andψ Q (q eff ) ≡ m new q eff | Qψ (t) N , we define a probability density by
Then, sinceψ(q eff ) andψ Q (q eff ) satisfy i ∂ ∂tψ (q eff ) = H effψ (q eff ) and i ∂ ∂tψ Q (q eff ) = H * q eff effψ Q (q eff ) respectively, we obtain a continuity equation
where j eff (q eff , t) is a probability current density defined by
Thus if H eff has the local expression, we have the probability conservation d dt C ρ eff dq eff = 0. Next we examine other possible candidates of a probability density and a probability current density. If we attempt to construct them only in terms ofψ(q eff ) as ρ eff = ψ(q eff ) * q effψ (q eff ) and j eff (q eff , t) = Now we have the philosophy of keeping the analyticity in FPI parameters, new devices to realize it, non-hermitian operatorsq new andp new , and their eigenstates m new q| and m new p| with complex eigenvalues q and p, so we can go ahead to study the CAT further in detail. We expect that the philosophy and the new devices which we have introduced in this paper would be useful for studying the properties and dynamics of the CAT and even the RAT with complex saddle points in the tunneling effect etc. in terms of bras and kets in the functional integral. As a next step, what should we study to develop the CAT? First, we note that in this paper we have not explicitly studied the classical behavior. We have assumed that the correspondence principle between a quantum regime and a classical one holds in our system. At the point where the imaginary part of the action S I is minimized, we have δS I ≃ 0, so that in the region around it S I is constant practically. Thus we see little effect of S I there. This is consistent with our observation that the anti-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian is suppressed after a long time. It is desirable to study it somehow. Second, a conserved probability current density, which we have constructed under the assumption that H eff is given in a local form with some complex coordinate q eff , is not defined locally due to the existence of Q. It is important to study Q in detail. Also, in ref. 11) we have pointed out a possible misestimation of an early state by extrapolating back in time with the hermitian Hamiltonian H eff . Though we have not discussed it in this paper, it would be interesting to investigate it in detail. Furthermore, in this paper we have not considered a future-included theory, that is to say, a theory including not only a past time but also a future time as an integration interval of time. In ref. 5) a kind of wave function of universe including the information of future is introduced. It is intriguing to study such a future-included theory in the complex coordinate formalism. We will study them and report the progress in the future.
where we have introduced q 0 and p 0 as
Eqs.(A . 11)(A . 12), up to the normalization, show that in the phase space (q, p) the coherent state is expressed as a wave packet located around (q 0 , p 0 ) with the widths ∆q = mω and ∆p = √ mω in the q and p directions respectively. 
Appendix C The relation between functions and operators
In this section introducing "ǫ-analytical" functions, and "expandable" and "ǫ-expandable" operators, we pose a theorem on the relation between them. To proceed with this we first introduce an "expandable" operator. "expandable" inq new andp new . This operator is obtained by the replacement of q and p withq new andp new , respectively. Here we have taken the ordering to be that (q new ) m was put to the left of (p new ) n , but if we choose some other ordering convention, we can correct the coefficient a mn to other oneã mn , and still get an expanded expression like eq.(C . 1). Indeed we can make a set of "expandable" operators by considering all possible ordering ofq new andp new , but the set does not depend on the ordering convention.
C.2. An "ǫ-analytical" function and an "ǫ-expandable" operator
We also introduce a notion of an "ǫ-analytical" function. For example, the delta function δ c (q) is not an analytical function, but the tamed delta function δ ǫ c (q) with finite ǫ is an analytical function. Thus we call δ c (q) "ǫ-analytical" in the sense that it is analytical if we keep ǫ finite. As another example we consider a function 1 q . This is not an analytical function, but can be expressed as 
This is ǫ-analytical in q ′ and q ′′ , so we have proven one direction of the theorem.
To prove the opposite direction of the theorem we attempt to see howÔ(q new ,p new ) is expressed in terms of O(q ′ , q ′′ ). For this purpose we rewrite O(q ′ , q ′′ ) as follows, If O(q ′ , q ′′ ) is an ǫ-analytical function, O(q new ,q new + a) is an ǫ-expandable operator, soÔ(q new ,p new ) is an ǫ-expandable operator. Thus we have proven the opposite direction of the theorem.
